Mechanical resonators represent one of the most promising candidates to mediate the interaction between different quantum technologies, bridging the gap between efficient quantum computation and long-distance quantum communication. In this letter, we introduce a novel interferometric scheme where the interaction of a mechanical resonator with input/output quantum pulses is controlled by an independent classical drive. We design protocols for state teleportation and direct quantum state transfer, between distant mechanical resonators. The proposed device, feasible with state-of-the-art technology, can serve as building block for the implementation of long-distance quantum networks of mechanical resonators.
Mechanical resonators represent one of the most promising candidates to mediate the interaction between different quantum technologies, bridging the gap between efficient quantum computation and long-distance quantum communication. In this letter, we introduce a novel interferometric scheme where the interaction of a mechanical resonator with input/output quantum pulses is controlled by an independent classical drive. We design protocols for state teleportation and direct quantum state transfer, between distant mechanical resonators. The proposed device, feasible with state-of-the-art technology, can serve as building block for the implementation of long-distance quantum networks of mechanical resonators.
During the spectacular development of quantum technologies observed in the last decades, it has become clear that no single platform will emerge as the best candidate to perform the totality of all quantum information tasks [1] . For example, superconducting circuits [2] and atomic systems [3, 4] excel in quantum computation and quantum simulation. Photonic systems [5] , among many other achievements, have proven able to implement quantum communication over unchallenged distances. The feasibility of building quantum systems of increasing size and complexity will strongly depend on our ability to develop a hybrid approach [6] , exploiting different quantum technologies in large-scale quantum networks [7] . In this framework, micro-and nano-mechanical devices come through as potential links between different platforms, as they can be coupled to a plethora of different quantum systems [8] [9] [10] . So far, it has been experimentally explored the interaction of mechanical oscillators with ensembles of cold atoms [11] , microwave and optical cavities [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , superconducting qubits [12] , and single spins [21] . Using optomechanical devices, coherent conversion of microwave to optical photons [22, 23] , and viceversa [24] , has already been demonstrated.
The interest in using mechanical resonators in quantum communication protocols has been steadily growing. Most recently, the interaction of mechanical resonators with travelling optical signals has been studied for the purpose of light-to-mechanical teleportation [28] , qubit-to-light transduction [29] , non-Gaussian state swapping [25] , and entanglement generation [26, 27] . Different schemes have been proposed to distribute entanglement among remote mechanical resonators [30, 31] . However, a complete protocol for transferring arbitrary quantum states between distant mechanical resonators is still missing. In general, interconnecting remote quantum systems through propagating quantum signals is a highly challenging task. Quantum state transfer and teleportation have been realized for distant single atoms in a probabilistic way [32, 33] . Quantum state teleportation has been implemented in a probabilistic fashion between distant trapped ions [34] , as well as in a deterministic way between spatially separated atomic clouds [35] .
In this letter, we propose a novel interferometric scheme, where a classical pump amplifies and controls the interaction between a mechanical resonator and propagating quantum optical signals. By tuning in real-time the pump frequency and intensity, it is possible to change the nature of the optomechanical interaction, and to control the temporal shape of input/output optical pulses. This feature enables us to overcome the issue of temporal-envelope mismatch in the absorption and emission processes. We design protocols to implement mechanical-to-mechanical continuous-variable teleportation, or to directly transmit arbitrary states between two remote mechanical resonators over a quantum optical channel. The proposed scheme is implementable with state-of-the-art technology and it works at telecommunication wavelengths.
We consider a system composed of two resonant singlemode optical cavities, which share a mirror made of a nontransmissive vibrating membrane. We assume that the membrane effectively supports a single phononic mode, since intermode couplings are typically negligible. The cavity is embedded in a symmetric Sagnac interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1 . The radiation pressure induces an optomechanical coupling between the optical modesĉ,d and the vibrational modem, such that the system Hamiltonian can be written aŝ
whereĤ 0 = ω c d †d +ĉ †ĉ + ω mm †m . We denote with ω c and ω m the frequencies of the optical cavities and mechanical modes, respectively, and with g 0 the optomechanical coupling strength, assumed to be equal for the two modes.
To derive input/output relations for our system, we consider a standard Markovian coupling of the intra-cavity fieldsĉ andd with the modes describing the electromagnetic environment, γ B (ω) andδ B (ω), respectively. It is straightforward to see that the input modes of the 50/50 beam splitter,α B (ω) and β B (ω) in Hamiltonian can thus be rewritten aŝ
. Let us now assume that an undepleted coherent state at frequency ω b is sent through the portβ B (ω). The spatial modeβ B (ω) can be decomposed in two modes propagating in opposite directions, proportional to the Fourier transforms of theb mode's input and output respectively [37] [38] [39] . We can describe the driven mode b as a classical field, and replaceb → β e −iω b t in Eq. (2) . In a frame where a is rotating at the drive frequency, the Hamiltonian becomes (see Supplemental Material)
, where we assumed β real. Notice that this derivation leads to a linear optomechanical interaction of tunable strength g 0 β. In the context of linearized optomechanics [10] , such coupling is usually obtained considering small quantum fluctuations on top of a classical signal, which enhances the otherwise negligible interaction [40] . In our scheme, the quantum input and the classical pump are given by independent modes, a fundamental difference that presents various advantages. 1) The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) is valid for large quantum fluctuations of the intracavity field, where the standard linear approximation of optomechanics breaks down. 2) The proposed optomechanical device is able to interact with arbitrary quantum inputs, without requiring displacing operations beforehand or additional non-linear elements.
3) The effective coupling strength g 0 β and the coupling frequency ω b depend on a classical drive, which is independent on the state and frequency of the quantum input. 4) The quantum and the classical output exit the device via independent optical paths.
The proposed scheme can be used as a black-box with an internal quantum variable (the mechanical resonator), a quantum input/output port α B and a classical control port β B that modulates the interaction between them. We consider the resolved-sideband regime κ ω m , where κ is the cavity dissipation rate. Under the requirement that the effective coupling strength is smaller than the mode frequencies g 0 β ω m , ω c , tuning ω b enables the selective activation of the red or the blue sideband of the optomechanical interaction. We consider a long-pulsed regime [28] , such that the total interaction time τ is short compared with the timescale γ of mechanical dissipative processes, but long enough to adiabatically eliminate the cavity mode κ −1 τ γ −1 . Let us consider first the case in which the red sideband is selected in Eq. (3), i.e., the interaction termsâ †m +âm † . The classical drive is a coherent pulse of frequency ω b = ω a − ω m , of duration τ . In the interaction picture, the Langevin equations are given by [37] [38] [39] ,
Performing an adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode (see Supplemental Material), we are able to find analytically the input/output relations after a fixed interaction time τ ,
where G = 
For the state-swap interaction to take place, the input/output pulses must be modulated by a specific exponential envelope given by Eq. (6) . The interaction of the mechanical resonator with the thermal environment is included in the model via the term C rM r B , and it will set the upper bound to the optimal interaction time for the state-swap process. We defined
, beingm in the standard input operator for bosonic bath modes. The impact of the mechanical bath on the optical output is a secondorder effect in γ/G, and it is negligible for the interaction times τ here considered.
On the other hand, when we set ω b = ω a + ω m , the blue sideband in Eq. (3) is selected, i.e., the interaction termŝ a †m † +âm. The corresponding Langevin equations are given byȧ Under the same assumptions, analytical solutions for the input/output relations can be found
This relation corresponds to an EPR state generation between the mechanical resonator and a travelling light mode defined by an exponentially shaped envelope, with central frequency ω c . In this case, the solutions are found in terms of the normalized temporal modes (6) . Notice that the timeenvelope of the input/output pulses of the blue sideband process (entanglement generation) are the opposite ones with respect to the red sideband (state-swap). Here, the effect of the thermal environment is given by the term C bM b B , where
To assess the degree of entanglement of the generated state we use the EPR variance [41] , a figure of merit that can be smaller than 2 only for entangled states. The EPR variance is shown in Fig. 2 (a) as a function of the squeezing parameter r = Gτ , and in Fig. 2 (b) as a function of temperature, for different mechanical dissipation rates. The optimal pulse duration is given by a trade-off between entanglement generation and mechanical dissipation rate.
The red-and blue-sideband interactions are the fundamental operations we need in order to implement a mechanical-tomechanical continuous-variable teleportation protocol [42] . In the case in which the state to be teleported is encoded in Alice's device, the protocol is composed of the following steps, sketched in Fig 3. 1) Through the blue sideband process, Bob generates an EPR state between its mechanical device and a light pulse, which is sent to Alice. 2) Alice implements a beam-splitter (BS) interaction between the received pulse and her mechanical oscillator. Such a BS interaction can be obtained with the red sideband process of Eq. (5), setting the effective coupling parameter G so that e −Gτ = 1/ √ 2. Notice that the time envelope of the EPR pulse generated in step 1 matches the optimal shape given by the input/output relations of Eq. (5). Then, the output optical pulse is measured via homodyne detection, while the mechanical resonator is measured through red-sideband interaction with a probe field.
3) The results of the two measurements are sent through a classical channel to Bob, who uses this information to choose the phase of a displacement operation to be applied to his mechanical resonator. At the end of the protocol, the state is destroyed in Alice's device and deterministically teleported onto Bob's.
Let us denote the quadratures of Bob's mechanical resonator withX 2 
, and Alice's ones withX 1 (t) and P 1 (t). At the end of the teleportation protocol, the state of Bob's mechanical resonator is given by (see Supplemental INSET : optimal temporal shape of the control pulses for the sender (full curve) and the receiver (dotted curve). Here η is the efficiency of the coherent displacement applied by Bob at the end of the protocol, and we defined the parameters R = e r − η √ e 2r − 1 and R = √ e 2r − 1 − ηe r . This teleportation protocol is deterministic, the teleportation fidelity tends to 1 for very large squeezing r 1 and η = 1. In Fig. 2(c) and (d), we show the fidelity of the final state for different sets of state-of-the-art parameters [19, 43] , in the special case in which a coherent state is teleported. Notice that in Eq. (9) we neglected for the sake of simplicity the mechanical decoherence, yet a full treatment was used in Fig. 2 and can be found in the Supplemental Material. For uniformly distributed coherent states, it can be shown [44] that the optimal classical strategy gives an average fidelity F = 1/2, providing a lower bound for the validation of the implementation of quantum teleportation. Another interesting bound is given by the no-cloning limit [45, 46] F > 2/3, which certifies that Bob has the best existing copy of the original state. Our analysis shows that these limits can be achieved with physical parameters available in state of the art experiments.
Let us now consider the case in which a quantum state is directly exchanged between two remote mechanical resonators, as in Fig 3. With respect to quantum teleportation, quantum state transfer does not require entanglement sharing beforehand, nor feed-forward operations, at the cost of using a quantum communication channel and driving pulses of specific temporal shapes. The protocol is organised as follows: a red detuned driving pulse β S (t) = βS(t) of duration τ is sent through Alice's control port, mapping the state of her mechanical resonator onto a propagating light pulseâ out (t). The quantum signal is sent to Bob, who modulates the optomechanical interaction in his device via a red-detuned control pulse β R (t) = βR(t). The interaction within Bob's toolbox completes the transfer between Alice'sm 1 (0) and Bob'ŝ m 2 (τ ) mechanical resonators. Time-modulated classical drivings are needed to overcome a fundamental issue, absent in the teleportation protocol presented above. The photon emission and absorption processes are the time-reversal of each other, when flat drivings are considered. Hence, the emitted pulse sent by Alice would not have the right time-envelope to be efficiently absorbed by Bob. We have optimized, for arbitrary states, the temporal shapes for the pumps used by the sender S(t) and by the receiver R(t), in order to maximize the transfer efficiency. The inset in Fig. 4(a) shows the optimal functions S(t) and R(t) for the state-of-the-art parameters considered in our work (see Supplemental Material).
At the end of the protocol, the states of Alice's mechanical resonator and Bob's mechanical resonator arê
where for the sake of clarity we gathered all the contributions due to the optical and thermal environment in N 1 and N 2 . The parameter W T M establishes how significant is the transfer ofm 1 (0) tom 2 (τ ), optimal state transfer corresponds to W T M = 1. The parameter W D shows how the statem 1 (τ ) of the sender (Alice) is destroyed throughout the protocol. In Fig. 4 , we show the square of these quantities since it establishes the efficiency of the transfer for the second order moments. For state-of-the-art experimental parameters we approach the limitm 2 (τ ) ≈m 1 (0), which shows that the pulse sequence is optimal, i.e., there are no losses of information due to the time-envelope mismatch between the emission and absorption processes. Notice that, depending on the duration of the pump pulses, the statem 1 (0) can be transferred partially to Bob, and only partially destroyed in Alice's device. The proposed protocol allows to transfer an arbitrary quantum state in a tunable and non-destructive way.
In conclusion, we have introduced a novel interferometric scheme where the optomechanical coupling can be modulated in real time. This scheme enables us to design protocols to transfer arbitrary quantum states between remote mechanical resonators. The proposed design can be implemented with present technology, using optomechanical crystals or whispering-gallery-mode resonators [49] . We considered state-of-the-art parameters of optomechanical systems working at telecom wavelength, but the proposed system could be straightforwardly adapted to superconducting microwave resonators [50] . Our work paves the way to the use of mechanical resonators as active nodes of quantum networks for continuous variable quantum information.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL DERIVATION OF THE SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN AND COUPLING TO THE BATHS
This section details the steps to go from the standard form of the system Hamiltonian (Eq. (1) in the main text), to the form used throughout the paper (Eq. (3) in the main text), by showing how the intracavity modes are coupled to the environment modes.
We start from the system Hamiltonian (Eq. (1) in the main text),
where we denote with ω c and ω m the frequencies of the optical cavities and mechanical modes, respectively, and with g 0 the optomechanical coupling strength. To this Hamiltonian one has to add the coupling between the system and the environment,
and the free Hamiltonian of the bathŝ
The full Hamiltonian of the system and the baths considered together is thusĤ T OT =Ĥ +Ĥ SE +Ĥ E . Note that due to the Markov approximation, we neglect the frequency dependence of the system-baths coupling and use the notations κ c (ω) = κ/π and κ m (ω) = γ/π. The system we study is an interferometer, whose physical inputs, such as laser pulses or beams, correspond to the modeŝ α B (ω) andβ B (ω). They can be related to the modes inside the interferometerγ B (ω) andδ B (ω) through the relationsα
It is then meaningful to rewrite Eq. (12) in terms of the operatorŝ α B (ω) andβ B (ω), and we obtain
where we can naturally define two collective intracavity modesâ = ĉ −d / √ 2 and b = ĉ +d / √ 2, coupled toα B (ω) and β B (ω) respectively. By rewriting Eq. (11) in terms of the new defined collective optical modes, we obtain
We now consider that an undepleted coherent state at frequency ω b is sent through the portβ B (ω), which is essentially the input of the intracavity modeb, such that this driven modeb is fairly approximated by a coherent state. We can then make the following replacementb → β e −iω b t , where β is the size of the coherent state inside the cavity. The Hamiltonian becomeŝ
To remove the time dependence from the Eq. (16) we use the unitary transformationÛ (t) = e iω bâ †â t to move in a picture where the Hamiltonian isĤ eff =ÛĤÛ † + i dÛ dtÛ † , which gives us the final expression of the effective Hamiltonian we use further on
where we considered β being real.
TELEPORTATION BETWEEN TWO DISTANT MECHANICAL RESONATORS
The teleportation protocol described here consists of three steps. First, an optomechanical entangled state is generated by Bob, who keeps one partie of the state (a mechanical resonator), and sends the other partie (an optical pulse) to Alice. The generation of this entangled EPR state is detailed in section . Subsequently, Alice implements a state-swap process, i.e., a beam splitter-type interaction between the light pulse coming from Bob and her own mechanical resonator, which is initially in the state to teleport. This part of the protocol is detailed in section . Finally, Alice performs a Bell measurement of an optical quadrature and a mechanical quadrature, sends the outcomes through a classical channel to Bob, who implements a phase-space rotation and a phase-space displacement on the state of his mechanical resonator, which concludes the teleportation protocol. This last step is described in section .
EPR state generation
The first step of the teleportation protocol is the generation of an EPR state by Bob, between his own mechanical resonator, a double sided moving mirror, and a light pulse, which is sent to Alice after the entangling interaction. By working in a regime where the effective optomechanical coupling is much smaller than the cavity dissipation rate, the latter being itself much smaller than the mechanical frequency, namely g 0 β κ ω m , it is possible to enhance one of the two fundamentally different interactions appearing in the system Hamiltonian (17) . This first step requires to send a blue detuned pump pulse β with a frequency ω b = ω c + ω m to the bottom input port of Bob's interferometer, that enhances a two-mode squeezing interaction, thus reducing the system Hamiltonian, in a frame rotating with ω m , tô
wherem 2 represents Bob's mechanical resonator, the one towards which the initial state of a distant mechanical resonatorm 1 will be teleported.
With the standard Input-Output theory [1] [2] [3] , we take into account for both the optical and the mechanical dissipations, and derive the following Langevin equationsȧ
The regime g 0 β κ allows us to adiabatically eliminate the optical modeâ,
and to obtain expressions forâ out (t), the quantum optical output of the EPR generation toolbox, andm 2 (t), the time evolved annihilation operator of Bob's mechanical resonator
withâ out (t) =â in (t) + √ 2κâ(t) and G = (g 0 β) 2 /κ. We will now make two important approximations in Eq. (22) and (23). We use the fact that in our model γ G, and first, take G − γ ≈ G, and second, neglect the effect of the mechanical bath on the optical mode, which gives uŝ
We now use the following definitions for normalized temporal field modes
to rewrite Eq. (24) and (25) into the convenient formŝ (28) and (29), the quadratures of these modes arê
where
2 are the quadrature of the optical input of Bob's device, and where
Eq. (30)- (33) are similar to those of a standard optical two-mode squeezed state with a squeezing parameter r [4] , except for the terms containing X b B , P b B , i.e., the thermal noise of Bob's mechanical resonator. Their influence prohibit the standard property of a infinitly squeezed state in the case r → ∞, since its increase conjointly grows C b , which eventually kills the entanglement (see Fig. 2 (a) in the main text). It is thus important to find the optimal point r opt , for which the amount of entanglement is sufficient to carry out the teleportation protocol without a significant thermal disturbance.
By taking a thermal state for Bob's mechanical oscillator, X 2 (0) = P 2 (0) = (n T + 1/2), with n T being the thermal occupation number, and vacuum for Bob's optical quantum input, X in = P in = 1/2, the EPR entanglement criterion writes
where we took the mechanical initial state and the mechanical bath to be at thermal equilibrium. In Fig. 2(a) of the main text, the dashed curve is plotted using Eq. (34), while the full curve is plotted using Eq. (34) with γ = 0, namely, a model where one neglects the mechanical bath contribution and thus retrieves a infinitly two-mode squeezed state for r → ∞.
State-swap, or beam splitter-type interaction
After Bob sent the pulse entangled with his mechanical resonator, Alice must implement a beam splitter-type interaction between this pulse and her mechanical resonator. This operation is carried out by pumping Alice's optomechanical toolbox from the bottom port with a red detuned drive pulse with a frequency ω b = ω c − ω m , considered here to have the same amplitude β, that enhances a beam splitter type interaction, thus reducing the system Hamiltonian, in a frame rotating with ω m , tô
wherem 1 describes Alice's mechanical resonator, the state of which is to be teleported to Bob. Using the same method as before, we derive the Langevin equations for Alice's toolboẋ
We again adiabatically eliminate the optical mode and obtain the evolution forâ out (t) andm 1 (t)
We use again the fact that γ G, take G − γ ≈ G, and neglect the effect of the mechanical bath on the optical mode,
We write Eq. (40) and (41) into the convenient formŝ (42) and (43), the quadratures of these modes arê
and where
One can see that in Eq. (44)- (47), a judicious choice of τ can lead to a 50-50 beam splitter-type interaction. Indeed, by choosing τ such that e −r = 1/ √ 2, Eq. (44)- (47) becomê
We now use Eq. (32) and (50) to write Bob's mechanical resonatorX 2 quadrature aŝ
By using Eq. (33) and (48) we can write Bob's mechanical resonatorP 2 quadrature aŝ
Measurement and classical channel
The next step of the protocol is the measurement of bothX v andX u by Alice, which become classical random variables X v and X u after the measurement. Bob's mechanical resonator state collapses into a state which differs from the intial Alice's mechanical resonator state by a phase-space rotation and a phase-space displacement, in a simplified case where one neglect the mechanical bath effects and takes r → ∞.
Through the classical channel, Bob receives Alice's outcomes X v and X u and performs both the needed phase-space rotation and displacement,X
where the parameter η describes both the efficiency of the measurement and of the displacement. We can rewrite the teleported state quadratures from Eq. (54) and (55) aŝ
One can see that without mechanical dissipation, i.e., γ = 0, and with the limits r → ∞ and η → 1, one obtains the perfect teleportation with X tel 2 = X 1 (0) and P tel 2 = P 1 (0). In order to check how successful the protocol is, we use the teleportation fidelity F = ψ 1 |ρ tel 2 |ψ 1 , where |ψ 1 is the state to teleport, i.e., the initial state of Alice's double sided moving mirror, and where ρ tel 2 is the density matrix of the teleported state, i.e., the final state of Bob's double sided moving mirror. We consider the initial state of Alice's mechanical resonator to be a coherent state with a displacement
In that case, F = πQ tel (α 1 ), where Q tel is the Q function of the teleported state [4] ,
σ X and σ P are the variances of the Q function,
where we used the fact that initially, Bob's double sided moving mirror, and the mechanical baths of both mechanical resonators are all at thermal equilibrium. Eq. (54) and (55) imply that the measurement of both the mechanical and the light quadraturesX v andX u have been performed with the same precision. Let us us briefly comment this statement. For these two measurements, Alice proceeds as follows: the optical quadratureX u is measured with a homodyne scheme applied to Alice's output pulse, which concludes this first measurement. Subsequently, an additional red detuned pulse β with a different duration τ is sent through the pumping port of Alice's toolbox, in order to transfer the mechanical quadratureX v to a second output light pulse, which quadratures will be measured again with a homodyne measurement. To clarify this point, let us write the expressions of Alice's optical output quadratures, after the second pulse of duration τ
whereX meas andP meas are the quadratures of the second quantum optical output, and whereX OV N andP OV N are the quadratures of the quantum optical vacuum noise (OVN) involved as an input in the interaction process cause by the second red detuned pulse.
By choosing τ such that e −r → 0, Eq. (60) and (61) becomê
thus showing that bothX v andX u can be measured with the same precision.
TUNABLE QUANTUM STATE TRANSFER BETWEEN TWO DISTANT MECHANICAL RESONATORS
The principle of the tunable quantum state transfer protocol is to transfer the statem 1 of a mechanical resonator inside the same interferometric toolbox as used before, tom 2 , the state of a second mechanical resonator inside a second interferometer, spatially distant from the first one. Essentially, the final goal of the protocol is very similar to the one of the teleportation protocol discussed above, yet using different means. Here, no shared entanglement is required, nor the collapse of a state due to measurements, as means to bringm 2 into the target state for the teleportation. Additionally, no classical communication is needed, however a quantum channel is essential for the protocol detailed here.
In fact, the procedure itself of the tunable quantum state transfer is similar to the teleportation protocol, taking place as follows: the first toolbox, containing the state to transfer, is pumped by a classical driving pulse at the bottom vertical port. This yields in the generation of a quantum output pulse coming out of the horizontal port and flying towards the second toolbox. While this flying pulse enters the second toolbox by its horizontal port, the latter is pumped by a classical driving pulse at its bottom vertical port. The interaction taking place in the second toolbox leads to the tunable transfer of the first mechanical state towards the second mechanical resonator.
There are two major differences in these two steps, with respect to the teleportation protocol. The first difference is that both toolboxes are pumped with a red detuned classical driving pulses. The second major difference is that the use of the same temporal pulse shapes as before does not lead to a significant transfer efficiency. Indeed, in the teleportation protocol the fact that Bob's toolbox was pumped by a blue detuned drive made its quantum output pulse shape perfect to be absorbed by Alice's toolbox, which was pumped at the same time by a red detuned drive. The fact that here both toolboxes are pumped by red detuned drives makes the quantum output pulse of the first toolbox very difficult to absorb by the second toolbox.
To overcome this complication one needs to optimise the temporal shapes of both red detuned pumps. We shall now call the toolboxes as the sender and the receiver, which pump pulses, both of duration τ , have the following amplitudes β S (t) = βS(t) and β R (t) = βR(t), where
R(t) = e where the quantum input pulse of the sender is the quantum output pulse of the receiver, i.e.,â in (t) =â out (t). Using Eq. (73) and (68) 
Where N â in ,m in ,m in , t encodes the dependence on the vacuum noise of the quantum optical input of the sender, and the thermal noises of both the sender and the receiver. We can rewrite the final states of Eq. (68), (69), and (74), i.e., after the end of the interaction time τ , into the useful formŝ a out (τ ) = W T Am1 (0) + . . . ,
where we omitted for clarity all the other contributions different than those of the initial state intended for the transfer,m 1 (0). The three quantities defined in Eq. (75), (76), and (77) give us the following information: W T A shows if it is possible to obtain information onm 1 (0) simply by measuring the pulse travelling between the sender and the receiver ; W D shows how the statê m 1 (τ ) of the sender is destroyed by the transfer of its initial statem 1 (0) to the receiver's statem 2 (τ ) ; W T M shows how significant is the transfer ofm 1 (0) tom 2 (τ ), thus defining a benchmark for the protocol. We show the square of these quantities in Fig. 4 in the main text since it demonstrates the efficiency of the transfer for the second order moments of the initial state.
